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Abstract: In this paper we have presented an automated unified 

approach called AVISAR for the testing of the Object-oriented 
Systems (OOS) by Test Case Prioritization (TCP) & their selection 
using Genetic Algorithm for the OOS. The testing of OOS has 
become a more challenging task as nowadays it has been widely 
accepted as a paradigm for large-scale system designing. In this 
research paper we have also studied the Genetic algorithms in 
relation to their applications for providing solutions to the various 
aspects of the OO Testing. As a result after implementing the tool 
AVISAR using GA’s it has proven to be useful in providing 

effective solutions to resolve the issues related to the OO Testing 
domain. Thus it can be used for reducing the efforts of the users 
for testing by efficient selection of effective test cases.  

 
Keywords: Object Oriented Testing, Genetic Algorithm (GA), 

Fitness Function, Test Case Prioritization (TCP), Jenetics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of testing Object-oriented software is to 
automate the process of generating test cases for 
Object-oriented software by means of an evolutionary 
strategy such as the “Genetic Algorithm” (GA). The use of 

GA in the prioritization of test cases is useful for software 
evaluators to accelerate the process and achieve a reduction in 
the software developer’s testing efforts. The use of the 

GA-based rolling test approach tackles the control flow 
accessibility problem in Object Oriented Software’s flow path 

tests and helps the effective generation of Object Oriented test 
data. It also aids the test developer in achieving the test 
objective and generates unit test cases in the conceptual 
framework in comparison of the randomized test approach. 
Using GA, he improvises the investigation to generate test 
cases from the event test sets that are structured using the 
message that passes from one object to the subsequent and 
presents us with superior code coverage compared to random 
tests. GA’s key elements are:  
a. A symbol of a possible solution to the problem is the 
chromosome and each of the component of chromosomes is a 
gene;  
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b. The encoded chromosomal component in a specific 
population;  
c. For the components of chromosome, a fitness function 
which is utilized for the allocating of scores for all the 
chromosomal components;  
d. To select parents as per their fitness, n number of operator 
are selected;  
e. Through genetic sequence recombining, a crossover 
operator generates new offspring for the chromosomes;  
f. A mutation operator by which mutation in the 
chromosomes differentiates the population and presents new 
offspring’s. 
In this paper we have presented an automated unified 
approach called AVISAR [18] for the testing of the 
Object-oriented Systems (OOS). In the First section of the 
paper we have discussed about the Object Oriented Testing. 
In Second section of the paper we have reviewed the work on 
OOT using GA. In the Third Section we have discussed about 
the Test case selection and their prioritization using Genetic 
algorithm.  

II.  RELATED WORK ON APPLYING GENETIC 
ALGORITHMS IN TESTING OF OOS. 

Mh. Husain, et al. [1] projected a GA in the assessment of 
OOMs through the use of tree diagrams. This is done in 
integration level testing. It entails UML based tests. Solve the 
optimization problem and increase the efficiency of a system. 
Better memory management and code reuse is also facilitated 
by this model. 
The authors Mukesh K. R., et al. [2] for classes in OOS, 
presented a technique to produce test cases by means of a GA 
programming technique. It is executed in the unit level test. It 
implies evolutionary tests. The benefit of this technique is that 
it employs the demonstration of the instruction tree in test 
cases. Java is used for its implementation. 
Nicholas A. K., et al., [3] presented a technique to the test 
order problem of class integration in aspect-oriented 
programs for GA-based aspect-oriented systems. This is done 
in integration level test. It entails failure-based testing. 
Integrating information about the relationships between 
aspects and classes, in addition to information about the 
methods affected by the aspects are its advantages; the 
production of an integration order can prevent change in test 
sets for classes affected indirectly. However, this completion 
is performed in small scale projects. Eclipse, AjMetrics, and 
Java plug-in are used for its implementation. 
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Satish K. D., et al. [4] proposed a software failure prediction 
model based on GA with OOMs. It is carried out on unit class 
level tests. It entails failure-based testing. The anticipated 
technique is useful for predicting defect-prone classes and is 
adaptable to OOSs. It is implemented in Java. 
Tao X., et al. [5] proposed an Evacon framework that 
integrates symbolic execution (used for required method 
arguments generation) and evolutionary testing (used for 
required method sequences search). This is done at the 
integrated class level. These are structural tests with Evacon. 
Test Generation based on Search employs GA algorithms to 
discover arguments and method chains for the SUT in 
Evacon's framework. Tests created using the Evacon 
framework can reach greater branch coverage in comparison 
of tests that were generated through evolutionary tests or 
while random tests are performed at the same time, or 
symbolic execution. But simultaneously, more work is 
required to reach other types of coverage criteria, like 
mutation testing and data flow coverage. Java is used for its 
implementation. 
Jie F., et al. [6] intended to reduce the complexity of the 
stumbling in integration tests using the collective 
measurement of coupling between classes and GA. This is 
done in integration level testing. These are tests based on the 
coupling. The proposed approach can be very functional if 
immediate outcome are needed and simple cost functions are 
utilized. However, the case study is carried out with no 
understanding of the real global minimum, since it cannot be 
developed with such complexity problems. Java compilers are 
used for its implementation. 
M. Prasanna, et al. [7], in OOSs using GA, presented a 
model-based technique to the automated test cases generation, 
analyzing the dynamic conduct of objects as a result of 
external and internal stimuli. It entails integrated unit and 
class level tests. It implies mutation tests. Its benefit is that it is 
valuable when it is necessary to produce test cases following 
the designing stage is completed and bugs can be identified in 
an earlier phase of the “software development life cycle” 

(SDLC). However it cannot scale to bigger systems. Rational 
Rose is used for its implementation. 
A.V.K. Shanthi, et al. [8] to generate test cases, proposed a 
technique by means of data mining models based on GA. This 
is done at the integrated class level. It entails mutation tests. 
The benefit of this approach is that the evolutionary genetic 
algorithm was intended and executed to show all feasible 
valid test cases from a class diagram.  
Ritu Sibal, et al. [9] presented a system to prioritize test case 
scenarios, and using GA, identified critical path groups. It is 
carried out in the unit level test. It implies evolutionary tests. 
Its benefit is that it addresses the issue of changes in 
requirements, prioritizing the nodes of a state dependency 
chart and a control flow chart by means of the “stack-based 
memory allocation” technique and FI metrics. Rational Rose 

is the language used for its implementation. 
Andrea A., et al. [10] presented an EVOSUITE search-based 
method to optimize complete test suites using GA to meet a 
coverage criterion. It is carried out in unit level tests. It 
implies evidence based on research. The benefit of this 
technique is that it treats dependencies between predicates 
and without applying impending exploitation restrictions, also 
deals with the duration of the test case dynamically. But it 

cannot be applied to procedural software. Java 10 is used for 
its implementation. 
Alexander, C., et al. [11] proposed the use of attributes and 
methods located in the OO system classes to achieve using 
GA, a single objective optimization. This is done at the 
integrated class level. It entails tests based on couples. Its 
benefit is that it can be used in the early phases of the process 
of design or analysis, when incomplete information 
concerning attribute or method dependencies is on hand, but 
also in later phases, when source code or even a detailed class 
diagram is accessible to propose possible enhancements. 
However, it is designed for smaller systems. You can also 
investigate to apply it on a large scale. Eclipse and JGAP GA 
algorithm structures are used for its implementation. 
Franck, F., et al. [12] proposed analyzing the GA algorithms 
application to adapt to the test optimization problem. It is 
done in the unit test. It involves tests based on mutations. Its 
advantage is that rather than a test case set, it generates test 
cases and from one generation to the subsequent, memorizes 
efficient test cases. But its disadvantage is that the test cases 
quality improves very gradually and does not attain very high 
values. .Net Frame is used for its implementation together 
with the Pylon library.  
S. Kanmani, et al. [13] presented a technique called 
GA-based Class Based Elitist that will be used to test OOS. 
This is done at the integrated class level. Evolutionary testing 
is implied by this. Elitism facilitates solutions to an OOP to 
improve in due course. Significantly accelerates GA 
performance. It can be used for real-time applications and 
also for other similar software engineering problems. Java is 
used for the implementation of Elitism framework. 
Kerstin B., et al. [15] introduced an evolutionary test setting 
with genetic algorithm, which for the majority of structural 
test methods, performs the generation of fully automatic test 
data to test actual software modules. It is carried out in the 
unit level test. It implies evolutionary tests. Its benefit is that it 
allows the full automation of designing of the test case for 
several test purposes. Because the method is completely 
automatic, it can be tested with different input situations with 
a large number. It also helps improve quality and reduce 
development costs. However, more work is required to ensure 
an efficient general test, to evaluate each individual set of 
tests. It is created with the “Genetic and Evolutionary 

Algorithms Toolbox” for usage with the Mat lab.  
Yoonsik C., et al. [16] presented a specification-based 
physical fitness function that uses genetic algorithm for 
class-oriented libraries’ evolutionary testing and 
object-oriented boards. This is done in integrated tests at the 
class level. It is about evolutionary testing. In this technique, it 
does not need a complete analysis of the program and 
functions even in the presence of dynamic dispatch and 
method substitutions. Java is used for its implementation. 

III. SELECTION OF TEST CASES AND THEIR 
PRIORITIZATION USING GENETIC 

ALGORITHMS. 

In the proposed OOT tool AVISAR, we have used the Genetic 
algorithm for selection of test cases and their prioritization. 
This technique is multi-objective optimization techniques 
which use execution time of the test suit,  
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code coverage and the severity of the test case as the ordering 
criteria. The objective of the algorithm is to generate test 
cases sequences which maximize the test suite’s ability in 

terms of code coverage and execution time. The test cases that 
test the software’s important functionalities are identified as 

severe, according to customer requirement. The severe test 
case must have to be taken in the test suit for retesting. Once 
the severe test case is identified and included in the prioritized 
test suite, the remaining test cases should be generated by our 
GA-based algorithm.  The steps involved in the execution of a 
GA are:  1. Generate Population. 2. Find the fitness function 
of the proposed genetic population. 3.Apply the selection, 
crossover, & mutation process to determine the survival of the 
fittest one. 4.Evaluate the chromosome & reproduce it. 
Let’s take an illustrative example to understand it better. We 

have a pool of 100 test cases and test cases < T5, T45, T23, 
T75, T53> are identified as severe. The rest 95 test cases in 
the test suite are optimally reordered by our GA-based 
algorithm. It is represented in figure 1. 

 
Fig.  3.1. Test Case Prioritization Process using Genetic 

Algorithm 
 
As timely delivery of the SUT is impartment, it makes the 
execution time the major criteria for ordering. Our algorithm 
first considers execution time of the test cases and secondly it 
considers code coverage of the test case. The inputs to the 
algorithm are: 

Test suite – T 
Number of severe test case- S 
Stopping criteria – Smax 
Crossover probability - Cp 
Mutation probability - Mp 
Initial Population – P 

Algorithm 1 GA-pri 
Input: Program with initial population P 
Output: Prioritized test cases 
1. a <- 1 
2. Loop 
3. Pa <- null; 
4. Loop 
5. Pa <- Pa U t    where t is test case selected from T 
randomly 
6. while | Pa |=n    {n=T-S} 
7. a <- a+1 
8. while a=n 
9. e <- 1 
10. Loop 
11. b <- 1 
12. Loop 
13. Fb <- CalculateFitness(Pi) 
14. b <- b+1 

15. while b <= n 
16. b <- 1 
17. Loop 
18. Pb <- ChooseParent(P[random()]) 
19. Pb+1 <- ChooseParent(P[random()]) 
20. C1, C2 <- Crossover(Cp, Pb, Pb+1) 
21. C1 <- Mutation(Mp, C1) 
22. C2 <- Mutation(Mp, C2 ) 
23. while b <= n 
24. e <- e+1 
25. while e <= Smax 
26. δ min <- ChooseTuplewithminFitness(P,F) 
27. return {Set of severe test case} U δmin 
3.1 Generating a Chromosome population 
Initially a GA chromosome function’s population is selected 

& encoded in a random fashion. Each Chromosome has 
denoted the possible answer to a given problem in order to 
arrange the test cases in a chromosomal order & our motive is 
to optimize that genetic sequence.  
For e.g. Let us say we have got the following test sequence for 
a given set of N test cases when N=1 to N onwards. Given N = 
10, So we may obtain the following genetic sequence. 
T1->T3->T4->T6->T12->T5->T9->T11->T8->T13. 
3.2 Evaluation of the fitness of Generated prioritized test 
case population. 
The fitness is calculated by taking time of execution of the test 
cases and their code coverage. Two type of fitness constitutes 
the cover all fitness of the chromosome. Our first fitness 
component which we call primary fitness (Fp), is based on 
measurement of the final test suite’s test adequacy. Primary 

fitness is computed by taking into account the code coverage 
of the entire chromosome. 
Fp=Code Coverage ( Tsi ) X W i <=n ……………(3.1) 
Where Tsi is the code coverage for the test suite, n is number 
of the initial population. The wait w takes enough time to 
make the primary fitness dominant in the fitness value. The 
secondary fitness, the second component is calculated first 
considering the execution time of the individual test cases and 
their code coverage. For a single population, Fcost will be: 
Fcost= ∑

n
i=1Time(Tsi) X Code Coverage (Tsi)   n<=k    

      ……………………..(3.2) 
Where n=no of the initial population, k=Test suit size-No of 
identified severe test case. 
After calculating the Fcost for all test cases, considering the 
highest coverage of one of the test cases in the process and the 
execution time of each individual test case we calculate the 
maximum possible cost Fmax. 
Fmax = Max(Code Coverage (Tsi)) X ∑

k
i=1 Time(Tsi) i<=k  

 …………….(3.3) 
Then the secondary fitness 
Fs =    j<=n  ……………(3.4) 

It is possible that any two test cases may cover same or part of 
the same statements. Which make it impossible, to sum up, the 
coverage of individual test case. That is why secondary fitness 
is introduced. The secondary fitness considers incremental 
code coverage of test cases.  
To understand incremental coverage better let’s take an 

example, if a chromosome of size 3 is considered with test 
case <T6, T65, T39> and their execution time are < 6, 3, 2 > 
seconds.  
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Let first <T6> selected, in the second iteration T65 is added to 
it <T6, T65 >, and similarly in next iteration T39 is added 
<T6, T65, T39>. There combine coverage is 0.1%, 0.3%, and 
0.6% coverage of the program. Using equation 7.1 the 
primary fitness Fp = 0.6 *100 = 60. TCP is all about early fault 
detection, the incremental coverage is considered. The 
secondary fitness is calculated by calculation Fcost and Fmax. 
Fcost= (6 X 0.1) + (3 X 0.3) + (2 X 0.6) = 2.7 
Fcost is subject to comparison with its possible highest value 
possible, which is called the optimal secondary fitness; Fs. 
When the first test covers all code for that test suite, the fitness 
of a prioritization would be optimal secondary fitness. In our 
illustration for example T6 covered 100% of all statements 
covered by T then  

Fmax = .6 X (6+3+2) = 6.6. 
Now secondary fitness using equation 4.4 

Fs = Fcost ÷ Fmax 
=2.7 ÷ 6.6 

                            =0.41 
The fitness of a chromosome is a summation of primary 
fitness and secondary fitness. For our example the fitness is 

F = Fp + Fs 
                        = 60 + 0.41 
                        = 60.41 

3.3 Apply selection of Test cases for Individual genes. 
In general, the selection of Chromosomes will be dependent 
onto the fitness values of the gene. The possible chromosome 
with a higher or lower value would be chosen as a base for our 
problem definition.   
3.4 Applying the Crossover & Mutation over a chosen 
gene. 
The parents of gene will be chosen & combined in a random 
manner. This process of generation of genetic chromosomes 
into a random order is called a crossover. There would be two 
types of crossover in genes. 

1. Single point based crossover. 
2. Multiple point based crossover. 

For e.g. given two sequences of test cases that has possibility 
of detection of fault in an Object oriented code. We have got 
two parents.  

 
Fig. 3.2. Example of Crossover 

Crossover occurs at the crossover point of 4 marked with 
dashed line; the resultant genetic offspring would be as 
follows: 
 

 
Fig. 3.3. Resultant children chromosomes after crossover 

For C1, we will write the first portion of P1 as its in original 
form and after putting a constraint that for the second part of 
P2 we will not include test case into C1. 
For the mutation onto any two genes we, have to select them 
randomly along with their chromosome & then swap them 
with each other. 
For e.g. when T3 & T7 get selected randomly during mutation 
performed onto a chromosome. 

 
Fig. 3.4. Example of Mutation 

3.5 Termination criteria. 
The termination criteria could be selected in as many forms a 
may be defined like as: 

1. Attainment of predefined value. 
2. Number of generations of Chromosome. 

A series of non-similar variance in fitness values for each 
possible generation of a Chromosome. 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. 

During the designing and developing of the tool AVISAR, for 
our analysis we have implemented the coding in Java using 
the Jenetics library, Java Parser Classes and the Java Code 
Coverage, Jacoco for implementing our testing of Java 
programs using the Genetic Algorithms.  
4.1 Jenetics Library- Jenetics is an advanced library based 
on genetic evolutionary programming, which was written 
in modern Java. It has been designed with a clear separation of 
the various algorithm concepts, and. g. genotype, Gene, 
chromosome, fitness function, phenotype, and population. 
Jenetics allows you to maximize or minimize a particular 
physical function without changing it. The library, unlike 
other GA implementations, uses the evolution stream concept 
(EvolutionStream) to perform the evolution steps. Because 
the Java Stream interface is implemented by 
EvolutionStream, it works smoothly with the rest of the Java 
Stream API. 

 
Fig. 4.1. To show the use of Jenetics library. 

4.2 Java Parser. The JavaParser library allows you to 
interact with Java source code as a Java object representation 
in a Java environment.  
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More formally we refer to this object representation as an 
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). 

 
Fig. 4.2. To show the use of Java Parser. 

4.3 Jacoco Code Coverage - Code coverage is a software 
metric used to measure how many lines of our code are 
executed during automated tests running the test using JUnit 
will automatically set in motion the JaCoCo agent, thus, it will 
create a coverage report in binary format in the target 
directory –target/jacoco.exec. 
 

 

Fig. 4.3. To show the use of Java Code Coverage. 
 

 
4.4 Java Modules used for coding- Following are the 
Modules of our coding that we have used in implementing for 
the test case prioritization using Genetic Algorithm in Java. 
Module 1. 
final Factory<Genotype<IntegerGene>>gtf = Genotype.of( 
 IntegerChromosome.of( minIndex, maxIndex, 
sizeOfSubset ) 
); 
Module 2. 
“Class Genotype<G extends Gene<?,G>> 
java.lang.Object 
org.jenetics.Genotype<G> 
All Implemented Interfaces: 
Serializable, Iterable<Chromosome<G>>, Factory<Genotyp
e<G>>, Verifiable 
public final class Genotype<G extends Gene<?,G>> 
extends Object 

implements Factory<Genotype<G>>, 
Iterable<Chromosome<G>>, Verifiable, Serializable 
Module 3. 
io.jenetics.engine 
Class Engine<G extends Gene<?,G>,C extends 
Comparable<? super C>> 
java.lang.Object 
io.jenetics.engine.Engine<G,C> 
All Implemented Interfaces: 
EvolutionStreamable<G,C>, 
Function<EvolutionStart<G,C>,EvolutionResult<G,C>> 
EvolutionStreamable<G,C>, 
Function<EvolutionStart<G,C>,EvolutionResult<G,C>> 
public final class Engine<G extends Gene<?,G>,C extends 
Comparable<? super C>> 
extends Object 
implements 
Function<EvolutionStart<G,C>,EvolutionResult<G,C>>, 
EvolutionStreamable<G,C> 
Module 4. 
io.jenetics.engine 
Class EvolutionResult<G extends Gene<?,G>,C extends 
Comparable<? super C>> 
java.lang.Object 
io.jenetics.engine.EvolutionResult<G,C> 
Type Parameters: 
G - the gene type 
C - the fitness type 
All Implemented Interfaces: 
Serializable, Comparable<EvolutionResult<G,C>> 
public final class EvolutionResult<G extends Gene<?,G>,C 
extends Comparable<? super C>> 
extends Object 
implements Comparable<EvolutionResult<G,C>>, 
Serializable 
Module 5. 
<plugin> 
<groupId>org.jacoco</groupId> 
<artifactId>jacoco-maven-plugin</artifactId> 
<version>0.7.7.201606060606</version> 
<executions> 
<execution> 
<goals> 
<goal>prepare-agent</goal> 
</goals> 
</execution> 
<execution> 
<id>report</id> 
<phase>prepare-package</phase> 
<goals> 
<goal>report</goal> 
</goals> 
</execution> 
</executions> 
</plugin> 
The link provided here-before will always lead you to the 
latest version of the plugin in the maven central repository. 
public booleanisPalindrome(String inputString) { 
    if (inputString.length() == 0) { 
        
 
 
 

http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Gene.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/Object.html?is-external=true
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/io/Serializable.html?is-external=true
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/Iterable.html?is-external=true
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Chromosome.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/util/Factory.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Genotype.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Genotype.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/util/Verifiable.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/src-html/org/jenetics/Genotype.html#line.77
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Gene.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/Object.html?is-external=true
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/util/Factory.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Genotype.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/Iterable.html?is-external=true
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/Chromosome.html
http://jenetics.io/javadoc/org.jenetics/3.8/org/jenetics/util/Verifiable.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/io/Serializable.html?is-external=true
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 return true; 
    } else { 
        char firstChar = inputString.charAt(0); 
        char lastChar = inputString.charAt(inputString.length() - 
1); 
        String mid = inputString.substring(1, 
inputString.length() - 1); 
        return (firstChar == lastChar) &&isPalindrome(mid); 
    } 
} 
All we need now is a simple JUnit test: 
{ 
public void whenEmptyString_thenAccept() { 
    Palindrome palindromeTester = new Palindrome(); 
assertTrue(palindromeTester.isPalindrome("")); 
}. 

 
Fig. 4.4. To show the interface of the tool AVISAR for 

implementation of the proposed work. 
 

 
Fig. 4.5. To show the selection of  any Object oriented 

Source code to be tested using AVISAR 
 

 
 
4.5 GA used for TCP & their Selection: Following is the 
GA that we have used for the TCP of the selected test cases 
that ensures the maximum fault detection in the tool AVISAR.  
public List<Integer> startGA()  
{ 
  int i; // For traversing the genes in the result 

  IntegerChromosome ich; // To store chromosome of 
result 
  IntegerGene ig; // To store gene of chromosome of result 
  Integer caseNumber; // To store individual case numbers 
in the gene of chromosome of result. // 1. Define the suitable 
genotype (factory) for the problem 
  // A factory is just a chromosome generator 
  // We are here just letting the factory know how to 
generate the chromosome  
  //final Factory<Genotype<BitGene>> gtf = 
Genotype.of( BitChromosome.of(10,0.5) ); 
  final Factory<Genotype<IntegerGene>> gtf = 
Genotype.of( 
   //IntegerChromosome.of( minIndex, maxIndex ), 
   IntegerChromosome.of( minIndex, maxIndex, 
sizeOfSubset ) 
   /* ,sizeOfSubset */ 
  ); 
  // 3. Creation of the execution environment 
  //final Engine<BitGene, Integer> engine = 
Engine.builder(HelloWorld::eval,gtf).build(); 
  final Engine<IntegerGene, Integer> engine = 
Engine.builder(GAMaxFailingCases::eval,gtf).build(); 
  // 4. Starting of the execution (evolution) and collection 
of the result 
  //final Genotype<BitGene> result = 
engine.stream().limit(100).collect(EvolutionResult.toBestGe
notype());final Genotype<IntegerGene> result = 
engine.stream().limit(10).collect(EvolutionResult.toBestGen
otype()); 
  // This may stay the same 
  System.out.println("Result : \n\t" + result); 
  System.out.println( "Count of failed cases in Result are: 
" + String.valueOf(eval(result)) ); 
    // generating list of test cases by case number 
  List<Integer> subsetCases = new ArrayList<Integer>(); 
  ich = 
result.getChromosome().as(IntegerChromosome.class); 
  for( i=0; i<=(ich.length()-1); i++ ) { 
   ig = ich.getGene(i); 
   caseNumber = ig.intValue(); 
   subsetCases.add(caseNumber);} 
 

 
Fig. 4.6.To show the execution of test cases using Genetic 

Algorithm 
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Fig.  4.7. To show the immediate optimized result of test 
cases using the GA. 

 
Fig.4.8.  To show the Test cases being designed for OOP 

under Test. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS. 

During our implementation and testing of our codes for the 
test case prioritization using AVISAR, we have obtained the 
following Fig. 5.1 for the method visibility, Polymorphism, 
Inheritance, and Encapsulation for estimation of effort for 
smaller codes implemented using four modules in Java. Fig. 
5.2 & 5.3 also illustrated the results obtained. Fig. 5,2 is a 
Graph to show execution of test cases with GA and without 
using GA in AVISAR.  Fig. 5,3 shows the Graph to show the 
code coverage during execution of Test cases using GA & 
without GA. 

 
Fig. 5.1 To show the overall performances of OOD 

estimator 

 
Fig.  5.2 Graph to show execution of test cases with GA 

and without using GA. 

 

Fig 5.3 Graph to show the code coverage during 
execution of Test cases using GA & without GA. 

VI.   CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK. 

Applications of the Genetic Algorithm technique to the 
problem of Test cases selection and prioritization leads to the 
solutions which are near optimal. The implemented tool 
AVISAR for the Test cases selection and prioritization using 
Genetic algorithm has also provided us encouraged results 
with reduced time complexity and thus finding its application 
in the industry. Also as the future work this tool can be further 
extended in implemented form to test large chunks of codes 
finding its application in the software industry. 
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